Introduction {#sec001}
============

*Staphylococcus aureus* is a versatile commensal human pathogen capable of causing a large spectrum of diseases ranging from skin infections such as furuncles and impetigo to severe systemic illness including bacteriemia, endocarditis, osteomyelitis, and deep tissue abscesses \[[@pone.0135579.ref001]\]. *S*. *aureus* can transiently colonize the anterior nares, axillae, perineum or the vagina in an estimated 30% of the world's population without provoking any disease in the vast majority of cases \[[@pone.0135579.ref002]\]. Under certain circumstances, however, *S*. *aureus* can gain access to underlying tissue and potentially spread throughout the body, thus becoming a particularly dangerous opportunistic pathogen \[[@pone.0135579.ref001]\].

In order to provoke the wide range of disease pathology, *S*. *aureus* uses an arsenal of core-chromosomally encoded virulence factors (VF) including surface associated proteins, exoenzymes, and capsular polysaccharides, allowing adhesion, immune response evasion and tissue destruction \[[@pone.0135579.ref003]\]. The acquisition of mobile genetic elements often encoding one or more toxins, additional immune evasion factors, or antibiotic resistance determinants augments the VF repertoire and the potential disease spectrum \[[@pone.0135579.ref004]--[@pone.0135579.ref007]\].

Toxic shock syndrome (TSS) is a potentially fatal illness, characterized by fever, skin rash, desquamation, hypotension, and hemodynamic shock. The TSS Toxin-1 (TSST-1) is the causative toxin for the majority of menstrual-related and half of surgical-related TSS cases while the remaining cases are triggered by enterotoxins with superantigenic properties \[[@pone.0135579.ref008], [@pone.0135579.ref009]\].

The TSST-1 superantigen toxin, encoded by *tst (tstH)*, is not ubiquitous. It is found on various mobile pathogenicity islands (SaPI): SaPI1 (in strain RN4282), the closely related SaPIn1 (in strain N315), SaPIm1 (in strain Mu50), SaPI2 (in strain RN3984) and SaPIbov1 (in strain RF122) \[[@pone.0135579.ref010]--[@pone.0135579.ref013]\]. Estimates of the prevalence of strains encoding *tst* and sampled from healthy carriers ranges from 13--25%, indicating a large disease potential, yet the case incidence is relatively low (1-4/100,000) \[[@pone.0135579.ref014]--[@pone.0135579.ref018]\]. Recent studies demonstrate that SaPIs, including those encoding *tst*, can be packaged and efficiently disseminated by bacteriophage thus aiding their dissemination \[[@pone.0135579.ref010], [@pone.0135579.ref019]\]. Remarkably, *tst* is absent from most *S*. *aureus* model strains widely used for virulence regulation studies, such as NCTC8325 derivatives (RN6390, 8325--4, RN4220, SH1000, HG003), Newman, COL, and USA300, and thus the molecular pathways influencing this major superantigenic toxin remain largely unexplored \[[@pone.0135579.ref020], [@pone.0135579.ref021]\].

Various environmental triggers that influence the expression of TSST-1 have been described, such as glucose (via the *ccpA* catabolite repressor), O~2~ (possibly via the *srrAB* two-component system), magnesium ions, the α and β chains of hemoglobin, growth rate, pH, and TSST-1 itself \[[@pone.0135579.ref022]--[@pone.0135579.ref030]\]. Sub-inhibitory concentrations of nafcillin were found to induce TSST-1 expression at the transcriptional level whereas clindamycin, linezolid, and tigecycline were found to reduce TSST-1 expression \[[@pone.0135579.ref031]\]. A diverse number of chemical compounds displaying surfactant, membrane-active, or metabolic inhibitors also reduced TSST-1 expression \[[@pone.0135579.ref032]\]. The relatively high percentage of *S*. *aureus* circulating strains carrying *tst* coupled with the relatively low incidence of TSS argues strongly that *tst* expression sufficient to evoke disease occurs sporadically only with the proper combination of environmental and genetic regulation. Notably, this includes toxin susceptibility correlated with certain HLA Class II haplotypes, attenuated quorum sensing by probiotic strains within the vaginal mucosal microenvironment, circulating antibody titers sufficient to contain low level expression, as well as unexplored factors that lead to a reported 170-fold variation of TSST-1 levels detected in clinical *tst* samples \[[@pone.0135579.ref014], [@pone.0135579.ref033]--[@pone.0135579.ref035]\].

The complexity of *S*. *aureus* virulence regulation arises from the large number of global regulators involved in the process \[[@pone.0135579.ref028], [@pone.0135579.ref036], [@pone.0135579.ref037]\]. Two prominent factors thought to control TSST-1 expression are *agr* and *sarA*. The *agr* system, which responds to the quorum sensing auto-inducing peptide (AIP) and its effector trans-acting RNA termed RNAIII up-regulates TSST-1 \[[@pone.0135579.ref028], [@pone.0135579.ref038]--[@pone.0135579.ref040]\]. Whether the *agr* system effect depends upon direct interaction of RNAIII with *tst* transcript or alternatively by RNAIII-mediated Rot (repressor of toxins) inactivation has not been established \[[@pone.0135579.ref041]--[@pone.0135579.ref043]\]. The global regulator SarA has been shown to influence *tst* expression directly via binding of SarA to *sarA* cis-responding elements present on the *tst* promoter \[[@pone.0135579.ref039], [@pone.0135579.ref040]\]. The CcpA repressor responding to glucose binds to a cognate *cre* element overlapping the *tst* translation start site \[[@pone.0135579.ref025], [@pone.0135579.ref040]\]. Recent data show that CcpA DNA binding can also be regulated by phosphorylation mediated by HprK/HPr and metabolic cues as well as via the Stk1/Stp1 serine-threonine kinase implicated in cell wall stress sensing and antibiotic resistance \[[@pone.0135579.ref044], [@pone.0135579.ref045]\].

Previous knowledge regarding *tst* transcriptional regulation is derived from different strains and genetic strategies generating difficulties with the elaboration of a unified regulation pattern for this toxin. The various models include a P*tst*::*luxAB* transcriptional fusion reporter stably inserted in various *tst-* strains, overexpressing TSST-1 using *tst* cloned on multicopy plasmids, antisense knockdown, or clinical *tst+* strains harboring SaPIs such as RN4282 and MN8 \[[@pone.0135579.ref020], [@pone.0135579.ref022], [@pone.0135579.ref025], [@pone.0135579.ref026], [@pone.0135579.ref028], [@pone.0135579.ref030], [@pone.0135579.ref040], [@pone.0135579.ref046]\].

For the study reported herein, we primarily focused on RN4282, a prototypical strain bearing SaPI1, since this strain was used in the context of TSST-1 gene discovery and description of TSST-1 auto-regulatory properties and is amenable to genetic manipulation \[[@pone.0135579.ref011], [@pone.0135579.ref013], [@pone.0135579.ref026]\]. We discovered that the alternative stress sigma factor, *sigB* was required to exert strong repression of *tst* and TSST-1 expression. We propose that at least two different pathways mediate this effect through regulation of both *sarA* and *agr*/RNAIII. In addition, we found that *sarS*, a member of the SarA superfamily, imparts an additional level of negative regulation over *tst* expression but only consistently when combined with disruption of *sarA*. Collectively, these results provide additional insight into *tst* expression by defining negative regulators and thus exposing the potential for strongly enhanced TSST-1 expression in the event of sporadic mutation of these systems in circulating *S*. *aureus tst* ^+^ strains.

Materials and Methods {#sec002}
=====================

Bacterial strains {#sec003}
-----------------

Strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in [Table 1](#pone.0135579.t001){ref-type="table"}. *Escherichia coli* strains were grown in Luria-Bertani broth (LB) and *Staphylococcus aureus* strains were grown in Muller-Hinton broth (MHB). Media were supplemented with ampicillin (100 μg/ml), kanamycin (40 μg/ml), tetracycline (1--3 μg/ml), erythromycin (5 μg/ml) or chloramphenicol (15 μg/ml) when appropriate. Recombinant lysostaphin was obtained from AMBI Products LLC (Lawrence, New York). Derivatives of RN4282 containing the various indicated mutations were obtained by bacteriophage-mediated transduction using phage 80α and standard genetic procedures. All strain constructions were verified by PCR assay and appropriate primers.

10.1371/journal.pone.0135579.t001

###### Bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study.

![](pone.0135579.t001){#pone.0135579.t001g}

  Strain/plasmid      Revelant genotype or characteristic                                  Source/reference
  ------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------
  ***E*.*coli***                                                                           
  DH5α                restriction deficient DNA cloning strain                             Gibco/BRL
  ***S*. *aureus***                                                                        
  RN4220              restriction defective strain which accepts foreign DNA               \[[@pone.0135579.ref013]\]
  N315P               MRSA strain N315 lacking penicillinase plasmid                       \[108\]
  RN4282              clinical strain harboring SaPI1 with *tst*                           \[[@pone.0135579.ref011]\]
  ALC1001             *sigB* mutant (Tn917) of RN6390                                      \[[@pone.0135579.ref099]\]
  ALC2057             RN6390 *sarA*::*kan*                                                 \[[@pone.0135579.ref063]\]
  SH1000              8325--4 derivative with *rsbU* deletion repared                      \[[@pone.0135579.ref021]\]
  PC1072              8325--4 p~*tst*~ *-luxAB*::*geh* Tc^r^                               \[[@pone.0135579.ref022]\]
  DA101               PC1072 *sarA*::*kan*                                                 \[[@pone.0135579.ref040]\]
  KT201               8325--4 *sarH1(sarS)*::*pKT200* erm^r^                               \[[@pone.0135579.ref059]\]
  PM466               RN6390 *agr*-null, *rot*::*tet* Tc^r^                                \[[@pone.0135579.ref064]\]
  HI2672              *rot*::*ery* identical to WA525                                      \[[@pone.0135579.ref049]\]
  WA400               8325--4 Δ*RNAIII-hld region*::*cat*                                  \[109\]
  DA140               RN4282 *sigB-* ery^r^, 80α transductant of ALC1001                   This study
  DA141               DA140 + pDA205                                                       This study
  DA142               RN4282 *sarA*::*kan*, 80α transductant of ALC2057                    This study
  DA143               RN4282 *sarA*::*kan*, 80α 2^nd^ transductant of ALC2057              This study
  DA150               SH1000 p~*tst*~-*luxAB*::*geh* Tc^r^, 80α transductant from PC1072   This study
  DA155               RN4282 *sarS*::*pKT200*, 80α transductant from KT201                 This study
  DA156               DA142 *sarS*::*pKT200*, 80α transductant from KT201                  This study
  DA158               RN4282 Δ*RNAIII-hld region*::*cat*,80α transductant from WA400       This study
  DA160               DA158 *rot*::*tet*, 80α transductant from PM466Δ*rot*                This study
  AJ1049              RN4282 *rot*::*ery*, 80α transductant of HI2672                      This study
  AJ1055              AJ1049 + pWA163                                                      This study
  AJ1060              DA142 + pMK4 (empty)                                                 This study
  AJ1062              DA142 + pAJ973                                                       This study
  AJ1056              DA155 + pMK4 (empty)                                                 This study
  AJ1058              DA155 + pAM1865                                                      This study
  ***Plasmids***                                                                           
  pMK4                *E*.*coli-S*.*aureus* shuttle plasmid, amp^r^ cam^r^                 \[110\]
  pWA163              pAS1 containing *rot* under control of the *xylA* promoter Tc^r^     \[[@pone.0135579.ref049]\]
  pDA200              pMK4 containing Not1-Kpn *Hu* promoter region cam^r^                 \[[@pone.0135579.ref040]\]
  pDA205              pDA200 containing a KpnI-PstI *sigB* fragment cam^r^                 This study
  pAJ973              pMK4 containing *sarA* under control of its native promoter cam^r^   This study
  pAM1865             pDA200 containing a KpnI-PstI s*arS* fragment cam^r^                 This study

Construction of a *sigB* expression vector {#sec004}
------------------------------------------

Expression of *sigB* gene under the control of the nucleoid protein p*Hu* promoter was constructed as follows. Briefly, a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification of the *sigB* gene was performed by using N315 genomic DNA as template and primers sigBKpnRBSF and sigBPstR2 (see [Table 2](#pone.0135579.t002){ref-type="table"}). After digestion, the PCR fragment was cloned into KpnI and PstI restriction sites of pDA200, a pMK4 derivative containing *S*. *aureus HU* promoter sequence \[[@pone.0135579.ref040], [@pone.0135579.ref047]\]. The resulting plasmid, pDA205, was sequence verified and electroporated into non-restrictive *S*. *aureus* strain RN4220 prior to transfer to DA140 strain (Δ*sigB*). Restoration of a functional σ^B^ in the resulting complemented strain, DA141, was confirmed by detection of yellow pigmentation and by transcriptional analysis of the exclusively SigB-dependent gene *asp23* \[[@pone.0135579.ref048]\].

10.1371/journal.pone.0135579.t002

###### Primers and probes used in this study.

![](pone.0135579.t002){#pone.0135579.t002g}

  Name             Primer sequence (5\'-3\')
  ---------------- -------------------------------------------------------------
  sigBKpnRBSF      `GGGGTACCAGGAGGTGAATGTCTAATGGCGAAAGAGTCGAAATCAGC`
  sigBPstR2        `AACTGCAGCTATTTATGTGCTGCTTCTTGTAATTTCTTAA`
  sarAXbaBamHI     `TGGTCTAGAGGATCCGTGCCATTAGTGCAAAACCTCTTAACA`
  sarAHindIIIPst   `TATAACGTTCTGCAGGCGTTGATTTGGGTAGTATGCTTTGAC`
  sarSKpnRBSF      `CGGGGTACCAGGAGGTGAATGTCTAATGAAATATAATAACCATGACAAAATTAGAGA`
  sarSPstR         `AAAACTGCAGTTATTCAAAAACAAGATGTAAATGATCTTTATCTG`
  tst-39F          `CCCTTTGTTGCTTGCGACA`
  tst-119R         `GCTTTTGCAGTTTTGATTATTTGATT`
  tst-59T          `TCGCTACAGATTTTACCCCTGTTCCCTTATCA`
  lux-1578F        `CCGTTAACCCACACGCG`
  lux-1637R        `TGCTCGTCGCATTCACAAAT`
  lux-1596T        `TCACTGAAGGCGGTCCTGCGC`

Underlined regions represent restriction enzyme sequences

Construction of a *sarA* expression vector {#sec005}
------------------------------------------

Expression of *sarA* under the control of its entire native promoter containing its three known transcription start sites was constructed as follows. Briefly, PCR amplification of a region encompassing P3-P2-P1*sarA* sequence was performed by using N315 genomic DNA as template and primers sarAXbaBamHI and sarAHindIIIPst (see [Table 2](#pone.0135579.t002){ref-type="table"}). After digestion, the PCR fragment was cloned into BamHI and PstI restriction sites of pMK4. The resulting plasmid, pAJ973, was sequence verified and electroporated into non-restrictive *S*. *aureus* strain RN4220 prior to transfer to DA142 strain, resulting in *sarA* restored strain AJ1062.

Generation and complementation of *rot* mutation {#sec006}
------------------------------------------------

Whereas certain experiments used *rot*::*tet* (PM466),we engineered an alternative *rot*::*ery* mutation in RN4282 by transduction from strain HI2672 (identical to WA525, kindly provided by D. Frees, Copenhagen, Denmark), generating AJ1049 strain (see [Table 1](#pone.0135579.t001){ref-type="table"}) and compatible with the tetracycline resistant and xylose-inducible rot expression vector pWA163. pWA163 was electroporated into AJ1049, resulting in the conditional *rot* restored AJ1055 strain. Induction of Rot expression was obtained following previously published procedures \[[@pone.0135579.ref049]\].

Total RNA extraction and real-time qRT-PCR assays {#sec007}
-------------------------------------------------

Overnight bacterial cultures were diluted in MHB (1/100) and grown at 37°C with vigorous agitation (210 rpm) and aerobic conditions (culture volume to tube ratio never exceeded 1:5 and with loosened screw caps) until OD~600~ = 1.5 to 2. Pilot studies determined by growth curves showed that sampling conditions corresponded with late exponential/post-exponential phase unless otherwise noted. Bacteria were harvested and RNA extracted as previously described \[[@pone.0135579.ref050]\]. The absence of contaminating DNA was always verified for every experiment by PCR using qRT-PCR probes in the absence of reverse transcription, as described \[[@pone.0135579.ref051]\]. *Tst*, *lux* and *sarS* qRT-PCR primers and probes were designed using Primer Express software and are indicated in [Table 2](#pone.0135579.t002){ref-type="table"}. The *sarA* transcript levels were monitored using probe sets *sarA* 17F, 167R, and 45T, and RNAIII transcript levels were monitored with RNAIII 367F, 436R, and 388T as previously described \[[@pone.0135579.ref052]\]. The raw mRNA levels determined from the midpoint cycle threshold (*c* ~*t*~) from the various strains were normalized to 16S rRNA levels, which were assayed in each round of qRT-PCR as internal controls. Data were collected for a minimum of three independent determinations. The statistical significance of strain-specific differences in normalized cycle threshold (*c* ~*t*~) values of each transcript probe was evaluated by Student's paired *t* test, and data were considered significant when *P* was \< 0.05. For convenience in figure presentation, data were plotted to reflect fold change or %mRNA levels. Nevertheless, the reported *p* values always correspond to calculations with the normalized cycle thresholds. Normalized cycle threshold values for three independent experiments for the data displayed in each figure are provided in supplementary materials ([S2 Fig](#pone.0135579.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S1 Table](#pone.0135579.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Immunoblot analysis {#sec008}
-------------------

Culture supernatants of RN4282 strain and derivatives were collected at OD~600~ 1.5 to 2, and normalized based on OD~600~ values. Two concentration methods were found comparable. Equal amounts (20μg) of purified carbonic anhydrase gel chromatography standard (29kD) protein (Sigma) were added to each normalized supernatant as an internal control for sample recovery from spin microconcentrators (Millipore 10K MWCO), or trichloroacetic acid precipitation. The carbonic anhydrase spike also served as a marker for western transfer (followed by Ponceau Red staining of PVDF membranes as a loading control) since secreted proteins are often invisible by Coomassie staining, or can vary with strains. Alternatively after centrifugation, supernatants were precipitated with 10% (v/v) trichloroacetic acid (TCA), followed by one cycle of -20°C freezing and thawing, followed by centrifugation at 13000 rpm for 15 min. The final pellet was washed twice with 10% TCA and 80% acetone and resuspended in 40 μl of Tris-EDTA buffer, pH 8.0. Samples were spin concentrated according to the manufacturer's recommendations. Aliquots of total exoproteins (8 μl) were loaded with an equal volume of Laemmli buffer on 12% SDS-PAGE gels and subsequently transferred onto a polyvinylidene difluoride membrane (PVDF, Bio-Rad). Uniformity of protein loading was confirmed post-transfer by Ponceau-red staining ([S1 Fig](#pone.0135579.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). After blocking the membranes with 5% low fat milk in phosphate buffered saline, TSST-1 was probed with a 1:10,000 dilution of polyclonal anti-TSST-1 antibody (Thermo Scientific, Illinois, USA) followed by incubation with a secondary HRP-conjugated goat anti-rabbit antibody (1:10,000 BioRad). Chemiluminescence was detected using the Western Pico Super Signal reagent and the manufacturer's recommendations (Pierce).

For time course experiments, cultures were diluted and grown as above and aliquots were removed at the indicated times and concentrated as above. For meaningful comparison, OD~600~ normalizations were performed for each time point, so that time points are comparable for each strain tested.

Luciferase assay {#sec009}
----------------

Bacterial cultures of PC1072 and DA150 *luxAB* reporter strains were first grown overnight in MHB containing the appropriate antibiotic and then diluted in 5ml of antibiotic-free MHB, to a final OD~600~ of 0.01. Cultures were then grown in aerobic conditions as described above. For the assay of luciferase activity, bacterial cultures were first normalized to an OD~600~ of 0.5 in a total volume of 1 ml and immediately measured with a Glomax luminometer (Promega) by addition of 20 μl of 1% decanal solution (Sigma, freshly prepared (v/v) in absolute ethanol). The statistical significance of strain-specific differences in light emission (expressed in arbitrary units) was evaluated by Student's paired *t* test, and data were considered significant when *P* was \<0.05.

Results {#sec010}
=======

Many strains derived from NCTC 8325 are now known to harbor an 11 bp deletion in the gene encoding *rsbU* \[[@pone.0135579.ref053]\]. Consequently, the alternative stress sigma factor σ^B^ response remains greatly attenuated because σ^B^ remains complexed with its anti-sigma factor RsbW. This finding has prompted a re-evaluation of virulence factor regulation using strains possessing a functionally restored *rsbU* (for example, SH1000 or HG003) \[[@pone.0135579.ref021], [@pone.0135579.ref054]\]. In order to examine the effects of *sigB* disruption on *tst* transcription we made use of two distinct model systems: a P*tst*::*luxAB* transcriptional fusion using an approximately 400 bp region harboring the presumptive integrality of the P*tst* promoter as well as direct examination of *tst* transcription using strain RN4282 containing SaPI1 and *tst* in a native pathogenicity island genomic context \[[@pone.0135579.ref022], [@pone.0135579.ref040]\].

SigB helps repress *tst* expression {#sec011}
-----------------------------------

Previous studies performed in our laboratory showed strong activation of the *tst* promoter in post-exponential growth phase using a P*tst*::*luxAB* transcriptional fusion present in the *rsbU*- strain PC1072 \[[@pone.0135579.ref039], [@pone.0135579.ref040]\]. Since σ^B^ activity in *rsbU*- strains is markedly lower than *rsbU+* strains, we hypothesized that σ^B^ activity could conceivably affect *tst* promoter activity \[[@pone.0135579.ref055]\]. To address this point, we first analyzed the *tst* promoter activity in *rsbU-* and *rsbU*+ strain backgrounds (8325--4 and SH1000 derivatives, respectively). The results are shown in [Fig 1A](#pone.0135579.g001){ref-type="fig"}.

![The effect of *rsbU* or *sigB* disruption on *tst* expression.\
**A.** Luciferase reporter assay for the *tst* promoter. The histogram shows measured luminometric activity of the indicated strains in post-exponential growth phase ([Materials and Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}). RLU: relative light units. **B.** Quantitative qRT-PCR measurements of *tst* transcripts levels in *sigB* wt, *sigB* mutant, and *sigB* complemented strains, in post-exponential growth phase, setting reference RN4282 as 1. Bars show +/- standard deviations. All data were compiled from three independent experiments. Statistical significance was evaluated by Student's paired *t* test, and data were considered significant when *P* was \<0.05 **C.** Western blot of TSST-1, using anti-TSST-1 polyclonal antibody after precipitation from supernatants of the indicated strains. Note the appearance of a strong band corresponding to unprocessed precursor TSST-1 detected in the absence of *sigB* and diminished upon reintroduction of multicopy *sigB* (upper band). The experiment shown is representative of several independent experiments.](pone.0135579.g001){#pone.0135579.g001}

We observed that luciferase activity levels in the *rsbU*+ strain (DA150) were significantly lower compared to the luciferase activity recorded from the *rsbU-* PC1072 strain. Several independent isolates of DA150 arising from the bacteriophage-mediated transduction transfer of the p*tst-luxAB* reporter showed similar results suggesting that the observed reduction of the luciferase reporter activity was linked with the restoration of a functional σ^B^ pathway and did not arise from a trivial spurious mutation. To further explore the role of *sigB* on *tst* expression, we next examined *tst* transcription directly by performing qRT-PCR and using strain RN4282 and its corresponding isogenic Δ*sigB* derivative DA140. In post-exponential growth phase, the steady-state *tst* transcripts levels were strongly and significantly increased by at least an order of magnitude in the Δ*sigB* strain DA140 compared to the parent strain RN4282 ([Fig 1B](#pone.0135579.g001){ref-type="fig"}). A similar induction (approximately 10-fold) was observed in exponential growth phase prior to the onset of *agr*-mediated quorum sensing regulation of *tst* via RNAIII production \[[@pone.0135579.ref040]\]. Reintroduction of *sigB+* cloned on a multicopy plasmid, DA141, significantly reduced *tst* transcript levels compared to the Δ*sigB* mutant ([Fig 1B](#pone.0135579.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, we conclude from these studies that disruption of the alternative stress sigma factor σ^B^ pathway by either of two methods, *sigB* deletion, or by use of defective *rsbU*, results in significantly enhanced *tst* transcription.

In order to extend these findings, we next examined the impact of *sigB* disruption on secreted extracellular TSST-1 protein levels. Culture supernatants of RN4282 and its mutant derivatives were sampled in the post-exponential growth phase under the same conditions as for RNA analysis and examined by western blot analysis using anti-TSST-1 antibody. The results are shown in [Fig 1C](#pone.0135579.g001){ref-type="fig"}.

Strikingly, we observed higher amounts of TSST-1 in supernatants prepared from the Δ*sigB* strain compared to supernatants obtained from either RN4282 or to the *sigB+* restored strain DA141. Re-introduction of *sigB*+ on a multicopy plasmid DA141 led to a significant diminution of TSST-1 in culture supernatants as judged by western blot analysis. The results showed, however, that σ^B^-dependent repression was not restored entirely to wild type levels observed in RN4282 and this may be explained by experimental system employed and use of a multicopy plasmid. Nevertheless, these results point to a strong concordance between the *tst* transcriptional profile and the secreted TSST-1 profile ([Fig 1B and 1C](#pone.0135579.g001){ref-type="fig"}) with regard to *sigB*. Collectively, we conclude from these results that the presence of a functional *sigB* exerts a strong repressive effect on *tst* and subsequent TSST-1 expression in the RN4282 genetic background.

Expression of the global virulence regulators *sarA*, RNAIII and *sarS* in RN4282 and its Δ*sigB* derivative {#sec012}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Inspection of the *tst* promoter sequence failed to reveal the presence of a canonical σ^B^ consensus recognition sequence (`GTTTWWN` ~12-15~ `GGGWAW`), previously established in *Bacillus subtilis* and refined following *S*. *aureus* transcriptomic analysis of a Δ*sigB* mutant \[[@pone.0135579.ref048], [@pone.0135579.ref056], [@pone.0135579.ref057]\]. Our previous work had detected only a single *tst* transcription start site by 5'-RACE analysis in RN4282 \[[@pone.0135579.ref040]\]. Since we found no σ^B^ consensus sequence within the *tst* promoter, we examined the possibility that an indirect regulatory mechanism could account for the *sigB*-mediated effect on TSST-1 expression. Since *sigB* has been previously shown to have an effect on *sarS*, *sarA* and RNAIII transcription, we measured steady state transcript levels in RN4282 and its isogenic Δ*sigB* derivative strain DA140 by qRT-PCR using probes specific for *sarS*, *sarA* and RNAIII ([Fig 2](#pone.0135579.g002){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@pone.0135579.ref048], [@pone.0135579.ref058], [@pone.0135579.ref059]\]. Interestingly, we found that the *sigB* disruption had no significant effect on *sarS* mRNA levels in this strain background ([Fig 2C](#pone.0135579.g002){ref-type="fig"}), while in contrast, a significant effect of the *sigB* disruption was observed on *sarA* ([Fig 2B](#pone.0135579.g002){ref-type="fig"}) and a modest effect on RNAIII ([Fig 2A](#pone.0135579.g002){ref-type="fig"}). RNAIII steady state levels in post-exponential phase revealed a moderate, yet statistically significant, increase in RNAIII level (150%, *p*\<0.05) in the Δ*sigB* mutant compared to the parental RN4282 strain, or the *sigB+* restored strain DA141 ([Fig 2A](#pone.0135579.g002){ref-type="fig"}). However, whether this slight, but statistically significant, change in RNAIII levels is physiologically relevant is difficult to ascertain. We observed a five-fold reduction (20% of the wild type level) of *sarA* mRNA in the Δ*sigB* mutant strain compared to the parental RN4282 strain ([Fig 2B](#pone.0135579.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Restoration of *sigB* on the multicopy vector (strain DA141) did significantly increase *sarA* mRNA levels almost three-fold compared to *sigB* mutant, reaching 57% of wild-type levels. Interestingly, this incomplete rescue of *sarA* levels, observed in the *sigB* restored strain DA141, mirrors the incomplete restoration of *tst* repression in the same DA141 strain ([Fig 1B](#pone.0135579.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, these results show that *sigB*-dependent modulation of *tst* transcription most likely involves contribution including, but perhaps not restricted to, a molecular pathway involving SarA regulator and RNAIII.

![The effect of *sigB* disruption on RNAIII (A), *sarA* (B) and *sarS* (C) transcript levels in RN4282 and its derivatives using quantitative qRT-PCR measurements of RNA expression.\
Relative changes are shown in each panel using RN4282 as 100%. Bars show +/- standard deviations and all data were compiled from three independent experiments. Statistical significance was evaluated by Student's paired *t* test, and data were considered significant when *P* was \<0.05.](pone.0135579.g002){#pone.0135579.g002}

The consequences of disruption of *sigB* for virulence factor regulation have consistently noted reciprocal regulation; notably, deletion of *sigB* leads to enhanced RNAIII transcription and decreased SarA transcription \[[@pone.0135579.ref048]\]. The regulation of *tst* was not reported in that study, but our results above further confirm this reciprocal regulation. To explore regulatory circuitry further, we next examined the roles of RNAIII, *rot*, *sarA*, and *sarS*.

Effect of the virulence regulators RNAIII and *rot* on TSST-1 expression in RN4282 {#sec013}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The quorum sensing two component system *agr* modulates the expression of RNAIII, which in turn can affect gene expression by various mechanisms \[[@pone.0135579.ref043]\]. One of the genes translationally regulated by RNAIII is *rot* (repressor of toxins), which encodes a DNA binding protein thought to act as a global repressor of virulence genes including, for example, hemolytic toxins \[[@pone.0135579.ref041], [@pone.0135579.ref060], [@pone.0135579.ref061]\]. Rot is thought to act primarily as a repressor, although there are reported exceptions and recent work suggests that Rot could also cooperate positively with the two-component system SaeRS to activate expression of superantigen-like exoproteins \[[@pone.0135579.ref042], [@pone.0135579.ref062]\]. To address the question whether *rot* positively or negatively regulated *tst* expression, we constructed isogenic derivatives of RN4282 lacking RNAIII (DA158), *rot* (AJ1049) and both RNAIII and *rot* (DA160); complementation of the *rot* deletion by its expression on a xylose-inducible vector, was also analyzed (AJ1055). The results are shown in [Fig 3](#pone.0135579.g003){ref-type="fig"}.

![The effect of RNAIII and *rot* disruption or overexpression on *tst* and TSST-1 in RN4282.\
**A.** Quantitative qRT-PCR measurements of *tst* expression and setting RN4282 as 100%. Bars show +/- standard deviations. All data were compiled from three independent experiments. Statistical significance was evaluated by Student's paired *t* test, and data were considered significant when *P* was \<0.05. **B.** Western blot of TSST-1, using anti-TSST-1 polyclonal antibody after precipitation from supernatants of the indicated strains. In lane 4 and 5 both samples include xylose to discard effect of the latter on *tst* expression. The experiment shown is representative of several independent experiments.](pone.0135579.g003){#pone.0135579.g003}

We observed that loss of RNAIII (strain DA158) resulted in a significant decrease of *tst* transcription (\>5-fold) and expression, consistent with our observations that *tst* transcripts are virtually undetectable in exponential growth prior to the onset of *agr*-mediated sensing system. Disruption of *rot* provoked a slight, but significant diminution of *tst* transcripts levels ([Fig 3A](#pone.0135579.g003){ref-type="fig"}), without a consistently visible change on TSST-1 secreted levels ([Fig 3B](#pone.0135579.g003){ref-type="fig"}). The restoration of Rot expression from a multi-copy complementing plasmid (AJ1055) strongly reduced both *tst* transcripts levels and TSST-1 secreted levels compared to the **Δ** *rot* strain (AJ1049); xylose alone in the absence of the complementing plasmid had no effect on *tst* expression. Taken together, these results suggest that RNAIII enhances TSST-1 expression in post-exponential phase as expected; whereas *rot* disruption has, under our experimental conditions, no consistently measurable effect at the toxin protein expression level, but when overexpressed strongly represses at both transcriptional and expression level. These results are consistent with the model whereby RNAIII/*agr* activates *tst* transcription. Of note, no Rot binding site consensus has been identified in *S*. *aureus* to date. Finally, combination of both RNAIII and *rot* mutations only slightly increased *tst* transcription (1.5-fold), but consistently did not affect TSST-1 expression, as judged by western blot analysis ([Fig 3](#pone.0135579.g003){ref-type="fig"}).

Effect of the global virulence regulators *sarA* and *sarS* on TSST-1 expression in RN4282 {#sec014}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next examined the consequences of the disruption of the global regulator *sarA*, as well as the related SarA-family member *sarS* on *tst* expression in RN4282. Despite our findings above showing a lack of evidence for *sigB*-dependent modulation of *sarS*, we nevertheless chose to examine the consequence of *sarS* disruption on *tst* expression because previous study had demonstrated a key role for *sarS* in the regulation of various surface and secreted virulence factors (including alpha-toxin), together with the finding that *sarA* controls the expression of *sarS* through an intermediate step via another *sarA* family member, *sarT* \[[@pone.0135579.ref059], [@pone.0135579.ref063]--[@pone.0135579.ref065]\]. Sar-family members are thought to interact in a subtle and complex network to control the expression of both surface and secreted virulence factors \[[@pone.0135579.ref066]\]. Importantly, not all *S*. *aureus* strains encode *sarT* and *sarU*, which together are found on a small islet not considered part of the core *S*. *aureus* genome \[[@pone.0135579.ref067]\]. As a first step, we performed direct sequence analysis of RN4282 and confirmed the presence of the *sarT/sarU* encoding islet (data not shown).

We observed that *tst* transcription was significantly increased (approximately 3.5-fold) in the *sarA* disruption strain DA142 compared to its isogenic parental strain RN4282 ([Fig 4A](#pone.0135579.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, this enhanced transcription was mirrored at the protein level, since western blot analysis detected markedly increased TSST-1 in normalized culture supernatants of DA142 compared with RN4282 supernatants ([Fig 4B](#pone.0135579.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Similar results were obtained using an independent *sarA* disruption, DA143. It is possible that western blots using supernatants from *sarA* disruption strains have enhanced proteolytic activity that influences detection of TSST-1 (leading to underestimation) since we detected reductions in the carbonic anhydrase control protein added to monitor supernatants only in *sarA* deletion strains ([S1 Fig](#pone.0135579.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) \[[@pone.0135579.ref068]\].

![The effect of *sarA* and *sarS* on *tst* and TSST-1 toxin expression in RN4282.\
**A and C.** Quantitative qRT-PCR measurements of *tst* expression in the indicated strains, setting RN4282 as 100%. Bars show +/- standard deviations. All data were compiled from three independent experiments. Statistical significance was evaluated by Student's paired *t* test, and data were considered significant when *P* was \<0.05. **B and D.** Western blot of TSST-1, using anti-TSST-1 polyclonal antibody after precipitation from OD-normalized supernatants of the indicated strains ([Materials and Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}). The experiment shown is representative of several independent experiments.](pone.0135579.g004){#pone.0135579.g004}

In order to further confirm this repressive role of SarA we analyzed the effect of *sarA* complementation with a multi-copy pMK4 plasmid encoding *sarA* under control of its entire native P1/2/3 promoter upstream sequence. Complementation resulted in a strong repression of both *tst* transcripts and TSST-1 secreted toxin levels ([Fig 4](#pone.0135579.g004){ref-type="fig"} panels A and B).

Collectively, we conclude that *sarA* functions as a negative regulator of *tst* in the RN4282 strain background. Moreover, these findings suggest that in the absence of σ^B^, a combination of higher stimulatory RNAIII and reduced SarA levels could conceivably account for the strong induction of *tst*.

We next prepared isogenic strains containing disruption of either *sarS* (DA155), both *sarA*/*sarS* (DA156), and complementation of the *sarS* deletion. *Tst* expression was compared between each strain set by both qRT-PCR and western blot analysis of TSST-1 in normalized culture supernatants. The results revealed that deletion of *sarS* gene (DA155) significantly increased *tst* transcript levels nearly 3-fold compared to RN4282 ([Fig 4C](#pone.0135579.g004){ref-type="fig"}), but this stimulatory effect was not mirrored by increased TSST-1 secreted toxin ([Fig 4D](#pone.0135579.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, we observed in multiple trials that TSST-1 levels obtained from DA155 supernatants were equivalent, or slightly reduced compared with RN4282, but not increased compared with RN4282. Finally, we also consistently observed that complementation of DA155 with plasmid-encoded *sarS* did not detectably influence TSST-1 levels ([Fig 4D](#pone.0135579.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

In contrast with the relatively minor role we detected for *sarS* disruption alone, the disruption of both *sarA*/*sarS* resulted in a significant 6-fold increase in *tst* expression compared with RN4282. This result is in contrast with the observed 3.5-fold increase in *tst* transcripts detected with the *sarA* disruption alone ([Fig 4A](#pone.0135579.g004){ref-type="fig"}) indicating that *sarS* disruption, nevertheless can, under certain conditions, influence *tst* expression. Western blot analysis showed that corresponding supernatants from the strain DA156 *sarA*/*sarS* double mutant resulted in strong production of TSST-1 compared to RN4282 ([Fig 4D](#pone.0135579.g004){ref-type="fig"}, lower panel). Western blots of DA156 supernatants also showed the appearance of a strong band corresponding most likely to pre-TSST-1 as we had observed with supernatants obtained from DA140 containing the *sigB* disruption ([Fig 1C](#pone.0135579.g001){ref-type="fig"}), but not from DA142 *sarA* disruption supernatants alone ([Fig 4B](#pone.0135579.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Collectively, these results led us to conclude that *sarS* exerts little, or no significant regulation upon *tst* transcription in RN4282 strain, at least in our experimental conditions. In addition a *sarA*-dependant negative regulation can be detected independently of the presence of *sarS*. SarS would thus not appear to play a significant role in governing repression of TSST-1 expression in this strain background alone, but *sarS* can exert a synergistic effect on TSST-1 expression when combined with disruption of *sarA*.

Time course expression of TSST-1 {#sec015}
--------------------------------

Results presented above revealed that several of our mutants resulted in enhanced production of TSST-1 in post-exponential phase. We next wished to examine the possibility that various mutations resulted in detectable changes in the production of TSST-1 throughout the progression of exponential phase and early post-exponential phase as well. Time course experiments were performed using three deletion mutant strains Δ*sigB*, Δ*sarA* and Δ*rot*. TSST-1 protein levels were assessed by western blot analysis at two-hour time intervals following dilution of washed overnight cultures to remove residual TSST-1 ([Materials and Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}). The results are shown in [Fig 5](#pone.0135579.g005){ref-type="fig"}.

![Western blot showing the time course production of TSST-1 in supernatants of the indicated wild type or mutant strains.\
Samples, at each time point, were OD~600~ normalized to each other. Prior to supernatant concentration, samples were spiked with a fixed amount of pure carbonic anhydrase as an internal preparation loading control, and is shown as the Ponceau stained band from the PVDF membrane ([Materials and Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}). Note the strong production of TSST-1 from the Δ*sigB* strain (DA140).](pone.0135579.g005){#pone.0135579.g005}

Consistent with data presented above, the *sigB* deletion strain profoundly enhanced TSST-1 expression at 4, 6 and 8 hours of growth compared with wild type RN4282, and TSST-1 was clearly detected at 4 hours, whereas no TSST-1 was detected in supernatants from RN4282. A similar effect was observed with the *sarA* deletion, but TSST-1 levels were only moderately enhanced compared with RN4282; TSST-1 was clearly detected at the four hour time point, a condition where no TSST-1 was detected in RN4282 supernatants. Finally, the effect of *rot* deletion alone indicated a detectable enhancement of TSST-1 at 6 hours compared with RN4282, and a slight enhancement at 8 hours compared with RN4282. It is important to point out that culture supernatants in these time course experiments were OD normalized to each other at the indicated time points for the purposes of interstrain comparison.

Discussion {#sec016}
==========

In this study, we examined multiple regulators controlling *tst* transcription and TSST-1 expression. There is only scant knowledge about the regulation of this major virulence factor situated on a mobile genetic element and absent from most strains used for virulence regulation studies. Our present study now uncovers evidence for the negative regulation of *tst* expression by several factors including *sigB*, *sarA*, and probably *rot*, at least when significantly overexpressed. The remarkably strong production of TSST-1 detected in culture supernatants arising from disruption of either *sigB*, *sarA*, or disruption of *sarA* in combination with disruption of *sarS* underscores the multifactorial nature of *tst* regulation. We do not at this time fully understand the impact of various possible regulatory protein combinations upon the *tst* promoter.

Our study findings lead us to propose that in addition to environmental cues that impact sensory systems governing *tst* expression, sporadic mutation leading to disruption of one or several regulators could conceivably have a profound impact on TSST-1 expression and perhaps shift production sufficiently to influence progression to overt toxin-mediated disease. Given that other factors such as catabolite control protein CcpA are known to negatively regulate *tst*, we integrate a number of these results in a model of *tst* regulation depicted in [Fig 6](#pone.0135579.g006){ref-type="fig"} \[[@pone.0135579.ref025]\].

![Model depicting the regulation of the TSST-1 superantigen in *S*. *aureus*.\
The horizontal line shows the position of the transcriptional start site (+1) determined in RN4282 and 37 nucleotides upstream of the translation start site \[[@pone.0135579.ref040]\]. The positions of SarA boxes 1 and 2 are shown and correspond to their positions determined by both SarA consensus and direct DNA binding assay \[[@pone.0135579.ref040]\]. Negative regulators determined in the study reported herein include **σ** ^B^, SarA, and Rot. SarA modulation of SarS is thought to occur via SarA negative regulation of the SarS activator SarT \[[@pone.0135579.ref065]\]. Catabolite control protein a (CcpA) binding to its cognate cis- acting *cre* site mediates additional *tst* repression by integrating signals from glycolytic intermediates via phosphorylation of the CcpA co-regulator as well as direct phosphorylation (*grey P*) via the Stk1 kinase which affects its DNA binding affinity \[[@pone.0135579.ref025], [@pone.0135579.ref044], [@pone.0135579.ref069]\]. The Stk1 S/T kinase and its cognate phosphatase, Stp1, may impart additional levels of control via the phosphorylation of SarA and the nucleoid protein, Hu, for example \[[@pone.0135579.ref045], [@pone.0135579.ref070], [@pone.0135579.ref071]\]. SrrA, the response regulator of the SrrAB two-component sensor, is thought to control *tst* regulation in response to oxygen and coenzyme Q \[[@pone.0135579.ref029], [@pone.0135579.ref030], [@pone.0135579.ref069], [@pone.0135579.ref100]\]. SrrA specific binding has been detected in the *tst* promoter region (Andrey, manuscript in preparation). DNA sequence with strong similarity to the consensus DNA binding site for the response regulator SaeR is shown. Although the precise involvement of SaeRS in *tst* regulation is unknown, it may help coordinate response to pH together with *sigB* \[[@pone.0135579.ref034], [@pone.0135579.ref101], [@pone.0135579.ref102]\]. Additional environmental stimuli known to affect TSST-1 expression are boxed although the precise genetic factors mediating these effects have yet to be defined \[[@pone.0135579.ref032], [@pone.0135579.ref102]--[@pone.0135579.ref107]\].](pone.0135579.g006){#pone.0135579.g006}

The model depicts the arrangement of known features of the *tst* promoter region previously described by our own work that precisely mapped two SarA binding sites, together with mapping of the *cis*-acting catabolite response element (*cre)* site mediating DNA-protein interaction with CcpA \[[@pone.0135579.ref025], [@pone.0135579.ref040]\]. Presumptive DNA binding sites for Rot and other regulators are presently unknown. Our model also depicts several additional levels of regulation, notably the modulation of CcpA DNA binding by Stk1 kinase dependent phosphorylation and association with its co-regulator that integrates metabolic cues by sensing glycolytic intermediates \[[@pone.0135579.ref044], [@pone.0135579.ref069]\]. Stk1 and its cognate phosphatase Stp1 constitute a serine/threonine kinase sensor system linked to virulence regulation and phosphorylation of other global regulators such as SarA, the nucleoid protein Hu, and MgrA \[[@pone.0135579.ref045], [@pone.0135579.ref070]--[@pone.0135579.ref072]\]. There are a number of environmental factors that have been shown or are suspected to impact *tst* expression for which there is presently no genetic explanation of the underlying sensory system and regulatory circuitry. The model provides a framework for further understanding the nature of environmental inputs known to modulate *tst* expression and the underlying genetic elements that integrate this regulation. Some of these points will be discussed in more detail below.

Our results showed that *sigB* helps to impart particularly strong repression of *tst* expression in both RN4282 and 8325--4 genetic backgrounds. Sequence inspection failed to reveal evidence for a σ^B^ consensus in the *tst* promoter, and thus σ^B^ most likely exerts its repressive effect indirectly. We presented evidence to support that indirect repression of TSST-1 expression by σ^B^ is mediated, in part, by the modulation of *sarA* and *agr/RNAIII* systems. To support this hypothesis we confirmed in RN4282 strain that *sigB* positively regulates *sarA* transcription and represses *agr/RNAIII*, in accordance with existing models where one of the three *sarA* promoters, *sar*P3, is controlled by σ^B^ \[[@pone.0135579.ref028], [@pone.0135579.ref073]\]. We also established that *agr/RNAIII* enhances TSST-1 expression and that *sarA* strongly represses it in RN4282. The additional effects of both upregulated *sarA* levels and low RNAIII levels thus likely participate in TSST-1 repression.

Previous detailed study of the *sigB* regulon has shown that it controls a vast network of more than 250 genes in *S*. *aureus* and that diverse environmental stress stimuli such as ethanol, and acid shock lead to σ^B^-dependent gene expression \[[@pone.0135579.ref048]\]. Despite a demonstrated role for *sigB*-dependent regulation of *agr/RNAIII* and *sarA* described above, we cannot, of course, exclude that other *sigB*-dependent factors are also involved in *tst* regulation. Inspection of the various fold-changes in transcription measured in our study indicated that loss of *sigB* was by far the most consequential compared with disruption of RNAIII, *rot*, or *sarA*. This finding strongly suggests that additional *sigB*-dependent regulators of *tst* await discovery. Recent studies have explored the indirect regulation of certain genes lacking a σ^B^ consensus via SpoVG and/or the two-component system ArlRS, for example \[[@pone.0135579.ref074]--[@pone.0135579.ref077]\]. In addition, small non-coding RNAs have been described that are controlled by *sigB*, for example, RcsA, RcsD, and RcsF, but to date, their precise regulatory role is unknown \[[@pone.0135579.ref043], [@pone.0135579.ref078], [@pone.0135579.ref079]\]. Recent work also suggests that pigment-deficient strains, possibly related to defects in *sigB*, arise during the course of *S*. *aureus* community development and strong bacterial competition \[[@pone.0135579.ref080]\]. Future studies will certainly shed new light on *sigB*-dependent virulence factor regulation.

SarA is clearly important for the transcriptional regulation of *tst*, and here we show that *sarA* is a potent repressor of TSST-1. These results are in contrast with previous published studies, however, where *sarA* was shown by ourselves and others to enhance *tst* promoter expression in an alternative strain background namely, 8325--4 using a *tst* promoter reporter (P*tst*::*luxAB* PC1072) strain; to our knowledge this effect was observed only in the *S*. *aureus* NCTC8325 genetic background and this may arise because of the *rsbU* and *sarS* defect in this strain \[[@pone.0135579.ref089]\] leading to defective *sigB* levels and concomitant alterations in regulatory protein combinations acting on the *tst* promoter \[[@pone.0135579.ref039], [@pone.0135579.ref040]\]. The disparate phenotypes of *sarA* mutation, depending upon the studied strain, has been previously reported regarding the control of several virulence factors, and particularly *hla* encoding hemolysin alpha exotoxin \[[@pone.0135579.ref028], [@pone.0135579.ref064], [@pone.0135579.ref081]--[@pone.0135579.ref084]\]. While *sarA* first appeared to be a repressor of exoproteins and an activator of membrane-bound proteins, when originally identified in a transposon Tn*917*LTV1 mutagenesis, several subsequent studies, primarily performed with NCTC8325 derivatives, showed *sarA* to be necessary for full production of secreted exoproteins, including α-hemolysin (*hla*) \[[@pone.0135579.ref081], [@pone.0135579.ref082], [@pone.0135579.ref085], [@pone.0135579.ref086]\]. Further studies showed that *sarA* repressed exoprotein synthesis in strains unrelated to NCTC8325 such as Newman and UAMS-1, confirming important differences in regulatory patterns among *S*. *aureus* strains \[[@pone.0135579.ref083]\]. The enhancing effect of SarA on virulence factors could not be found in other genetic backgrounds than NCTC8325. Notably little information was available regarding TSST-1 regulation in NCTC8325 related strains.

In this report we also have shown that *rot* can modulate *tst* transcription, conferring in RN4282 strain a potential additional layer of negative regulation on TSST-1. The absence of clear effect of *rot* disruption combined with the strong repression observed in multi-copy plasmid complementation conditions, suggests a role for gene dosage for this regulator and possibly depending upon access to the cis-acting *tst* promoter sequences and competition between regulators. Our data do not contradict the model that entry into post-exponential phase and activation of *agr* quorum sensing results in RNAIII-mediated inhibition of *rot* transcription and relief of Rot-dependent repression \[[@pone.0135579.ref061]\]. Recent work suggests, however, the possibility that by analogy with SarS, inter-strain differences and variation in Rot levels during growth phase may nevertheless contribute unpredictable levels of variation in Rot-dependent virulence factor regulation \[[@pone.0135579.ref087]\].

SarS is not a major regulator of *tst* in RN4282, at least in our experimental conditions. SarS was reported to be controlled positively by SarT; while SarT itself was found to be negatively regulated by SarA \[[@pone.0135579.ref065]\]. SarS-mediated repression of *tst* may be subject to strain-dependent variation for several reasons: *sarT* and *sarU* genes are not found on all *S*. *aureus* strains, *sarS* transcript levels are reduced in the widely used laboratory strain 8325 lineage, and *sarS* transcription and steady state protein levels may be growth phase dependent \[[@pone.0135579.ref067], [@pone.0135579.ref088]--[@pone.0135579.ref090]\].

How could SarA contribute to the regulation of *tst*? Specific SarA binding to the *tst* promoter has been determined and we have detected at least two sites by in vitro assay in our previous study \[[@pone.0135579.ref040]\]. Specific SarS binding has not been explored and a consensus site has not been defined for this regulator in *S*. *aureus*. Notably, however, recent work showed that SarA could bind and bend DNA at the *agr* P2 promoter, thereby promoting topological changes that allow additional regulatory protein-protein interactions at this promoter during exponential phase \[[@pone.0135579.ref091]\]. Interestingly, an additional Sar-family member, SarR, was shown in this study to bind to regions overlapping the SarA site and with higher affinity, but without inducing significant DNA bending. The consequence of this is thought to lead to a post-exponential reduction in *agrP2* promoter activity arising from displacement of SarA and loss of SarA-induced DNA bending. Viewed in this context, it is tempting to speculate that Sar-family proteins may regulate additional promoters by a variety of mechanisms including positive and negative influence on transcription arising from DNA bending, facilitating protein-DNA interaction of other factors, and perhaps combinatoric occupancy of Sar family binding sites. By downregulating SarS transcription via SarT, SarA may fine tune SarS levels which contribute to *tst* promoter regulation together with SarA \[[@pone.0135579.ref065]\]. Additional detailed studies will be required to resolve the details of this mechanism.

TSST-1 possesses an approximately 40 amino acid signal sequence and mature TSST-1 superantigen is predicted to be the 41--234 amino acid polypeptide. Interestingly, our western analysis detected strong induction of both the processed and unprocessed TSST-1 in DA140 compared with RN4282, where notably unprocessed TSST-1 precursor polypeptide was low or undetectable. Several scenarios might explain this observation. The loss of *sigB* could affect: 1) the proper expression of *spsB* encoding the Type II signal peptidase; 2) facilitate enhanced secretion via the sec-pathway; 3) impair extracellular proteolysis, or alternatively, 4) facilitate TSST-1 export via for example, non-sec dependent routes. The superantigenicity of the unprocessed TSST-1 polypeptide has to our knowledge, not been explored. We did not pursue the underlying cause of these observations further in this study.

Collectively, our results reported herein and integrated with additional published findings in [Fig 6](#pone.0135579.g006){ref-type="fig"} show a complex network of regulation over *tst* and TSST-1 expression. Notably, the *tst* gene is not part of the core genome and resides embedded within one of several pathogenicity islands and we are unaware of exceptions to this observation \[[@pone.0135579.ref004], [@pone.0135579.ref012]\]. Recent work has shown these pathogenicity islands to be particularly efficient parasitic sequences dedicated to a lifestyle as mobilizable defective prophage \[[@pone.0135579.ref092]\]. Accessory genes, such as *tst* and other VF, may have been incorporated in them over the course of evolution. In this perspective, it is worthwhile considering the possibility that were *tst* not particularly well repressed by whatever means, its expression could interfere with pathogenicity island regulation. Prophage gene expression is strongly repressed by the islet-encoded *Stl* \[[@pone.0135579.ref093]\]. Derepression of Stl repressor would predictably lead to excision and the generation of a replicative form of the pathogenicity island, which could correspondingly rapidly increase the gene copy number and disrupting regulatory protein-DNA interaction stoichiometry. This would of course predict that factors such as bacteriophage infection, or genotoxic stress evoking an SOS response, including antibiotic stress such as that described for the induction of SOS by ciprofloxacin, could theoretically modulate *tst* production under these circumstances by transient gene amplification \[[@pone.0135579.ref093]--[@pone.0135579.ref097]\].

There are a number of physiological conditions that have been described that modulate *tst* expression and which do not yet have adequate underlying genetic regulatory explanation ([Fig 6](#pone.0135579.g006){ref-type="fig"}). This includes mild acid, magnesium, membrane-active agents, growth rate, pH, and oxygen. Aerobic conditions have been long thought to stimulate TSST-1 production, yet the nature of the oxygen sensor remains elusive. One candidate sensor is the SrrAB two-component system thought to modulate gene expression changes upon aerobic/anaerobic shift, although additional redox sensors controlling *tst* expression cannot be excluded \[[@pone.0135579.ref029], [@pone.0135579.ref030], [@pone.0135579.ref069]\].

Although further studies remain necessary to fully characterize and understand the regulatory patterns of TSST-1, current knowledge suggests that sporadic mutation in a few key negative regulators can profoundly affect and enhance *tst* expression. Mutations in *rsbU* or *sigB* were observed in laboratory strains, as in NCTC8325, but also in clinical isolates (K26, V8, Wood46) and were shown to strongly enhance exoprotein expression (notably Hla and SspA) \[[@pone.0135579.ref054], [@pone.0135579.ref098], [@pone.0135579.ref099]\].

Supporting Information {#sec017}
======================

###### Ponceau and Coomassie staining of strain supernatnats used in this study.

Ponceau and Coomassie staining of strains used in the experiment of [fig 3](#pone.0135579.g003){ref-type="fig"} (**A and B**) and Coomassie staining the various strains used in all other experiments **(C)**, in post-exponential growth phase (OD600 1.5 to 2). Carbonic anhydrase was added in each supernatant as a concentration and loading control. Carbonic anhydrase digestion in DA142 and DA156 lanes of panel C can be observed and is probably due to increased secretion of proteases in *sarA* mutants.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Graphics of normalized *C* ~*T*~ values for qRT-PCR assays.

Normalized cycle thresholds for n = 3 independent determinations for all figures presented in the text showing qRT-PCR data and prior to conversion to fold-change as described in Materials and Methods. The data are based upon the ct values presented in [S1 Table](#pone.0135579.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Each graphic displays Figure and corresponding probe used.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Normalized *C* ~*T*~ values for all qRT-PCR assays.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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